
The Steadfast Tin Soldier  

by Hans Christian Andersen   (E 398.2 AN) 

After being accidentally launched on a dangerous 

and terrible voyage, a one-legged soldier finds 

his way back to his true love, paper dancing girl. 

 

Ivy and Bean by Annie Barrows (J BARROWS) 

When seven-year-old Bean plays a mean trick on 

her sister, she finds unexpected support for her 

antics from Ivy, the new neighbor, who is less 

boring than Bean first suspected. 

 

The Nutcracker  

Retold by Anthea Bell   (E 398.2 AN) 

After hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly 

face, a little girl helps break the spell and    

changes him into a handsome prince. 

 

Henry Huggins by Beverly Cleary      (J CLEARY) 

Nothing ever happens to eight-year-old Henry 

until he meets a skinny dog he names Ribsy. 

 

Socks by Beverly Cleary       (JPB CLE) 

The happy home life of Socks, the cat, is         

disrupted by the addition of a new baby to the 

household 

 

The Magic Finger  by Roald Dahl      (JPB DAH) 

The Greggs are hunters who will shoot anything 

until an eight-year-old girl, who can't stand  

hunting, uses her magic finger to change their 

ways. 

Honestly, Mallory! 

by Laurie Friedman (J FRIEDMAN) 

When Mallory cannot decide what to be on Career 

Day, it makes her feel like she is not good at     

anything and she ends up telling a lie that quickly 

gets out of control. 

 

Moxy Maxwell Does Not Love Stewart Little  

by Peggy Gifford  (J GIFFORD) 

With summer coming to an end, about-to-be-

fourth-grader Moxy Maxwell does a hundred dif-

ferent things to avoid reading her assigned sum-

mer reading book. 

 

The Reluctant Dragon  

by Kenneth Graham     (J GRAHAME) 

The boy who finds the dragon in the cave knows it 

is a kindly, harmless one, but how can he convince 

the frightened villagers and especially St. George 

the dragon killer that there is no cause for concern. 

 

Owen and Mzee 

by Isabella Hatkoff      (J 599.63 HA) 

Details through text and photographs the special 

bond shared by Owen, an orphaned hippo, and 

Mzee, a 130-year-old giant tortoise. 

 

Saint George and the Dragon  

Retold by Margaret Hodges  (J 398.2 HO) 

Retells the segment from Spenser's The Faerie 

Queene, in which George, the Red Cross Knight, 

slays the dreadful dragon that has been terrorizing 

the countryside for years and brings peace and joy 

to the land. 

 

Houdini by Kathleen Krull     (JB HOUDINI) 

Presents the life and career of Harry Houdini, 

whose dramatic style and amazing physical    

abilties made him one of the most famous      

magicians and contortionists of all time. 

 

A Mouse Called Wolf 

by Dick King-Smith (JPB KIN) 

A mouse with an unusual name shares his      

musical gift with a widowed concert pianist. 

 

Pippi Longstocking  (JPB LIN) 

by Astrid Lindgren (Ill. by Lauren Child) 

Escapades of a lucky little girl who lives with a 

horse and a monkey--but without any parents--   

at the edge of a Swedish village. 

 

Homer Price  

by Robert McCloskey (J MCCLOSKEY) 

Six episodes in the life of Homer Price including 

one in which he and his pet skunk capture four 

bandits and another about a donut machine on 

the rampage. 

 

Mirette on the High Wire  

by Emily Arnold McCully   (E MCC) 

Mirette learns tightrope walking from Monsieur 

Bellini, a guest in her mother's boarding house, 

not knowing that he is a celebrated tightrope  

artist who has withdrawn from performing      

because of fear.  



Sarah, Plain and Tall  

by Patricia McLaughlin    (JPB MAC) 

When their father invites a mail-order bride to 

come live with them in their prairie home, Caleb 

and Anna are captivated by their new mother and 

hope that she will stay. 

 

Word After Word After Word 

By Patricia McLaughlin (J MCLAUGHLIN) 

A visiting author teaches five friends about the 

power of words and writing. 

 

The Magic Pretzel 

by Daniel Pinkwater (J PINKWATER) 

A boy, raised as a dog, finds acceptance at 

school as a member of the Werewolf Club. 

 

Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich 

by Adam Rex     (E REX) 

Stories in verse about the monster-sized       

problems Dracula, Wolfman, Bigfoot and other 

monsters have. 

 

Marvin Redpost Series  

by Louis Sachar     (J SACHAR) 

Red-haired Marvin is convinced that the reason 

he looks different from the rest of his family is 

that he is really the lost prince of Shampoon. 
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Where I Live  

by Eileen Spinelli    (J SPINELLI) 

In a series of poems, Diana writes about her 

life, both before and after her father loses his 

job and she and her family move far away to 

live with Grandpa Joe. 

 

Fourth Grade Rats  

by Jerry Spinelli     (J SPINELLI) 

Suds learns that his best friend is wrong. You 

don't have to be a tough guy, a "rat," to be a 

grown up fourth grader. 

 

The Gardener by Sarah Stewart (E STE) 

A series of letters relating what happens when, 

after her father loses his job, Lydia Grace goes 

to live with her uncle Jim in the city but takes 

her love for gardening with her. 

 

The Happy Prince  

by Oscar Wilde     (E 398.2 GRO) 

A beautiful, golden, jewel-studded statue and a 

little swallow give all they have to help the 

poor. 

 

The Perfect Wizard:  Hans Christian Anderson 

by Jane Yolen   (EB ANDERSEN) 

A biography of the famous Danish writer of 

fairy tales, interspersed with excerpts from his 

stories. 

 


